Abstract. How to depend on different services provide different guarantee of QoS, and to ensure the effective use of network resources will become an important task in overlay network. In this paper, we consider constraints of network bandwidth, delay, loss rate, cost ,and base on the resources of current global network, as well as user-specific QoS metric needs to choose the best QoS route based on genetic algorithm. Experiments show that the algorithm is feasible in overlay network routing,and it has the better global load balancing capabilities.
Introduction
With the development and popularization of the application technology of the Internet,the current network has became uncontrollable, unmanageable, and can't solve the QoS, security, and other issues. Hence, Overlay network [1] appears in this condition which can provide more reliable, fault-tolerant and better service.Overlay network takes the users' QoS constraints needs into account to find a service path which has been proved a NP-Complete problem, we just can obtain the approximate optimal solution.
Heuristic algorithm,such as RBLCP algorithm [2] ,is the most commonly used methods to solve such problems.But the good or bad of the design of heuristic cost function is directly affect the choice of the optimal service path.The detecting routing algorithm put forward by Jaipal Singh is base on the greedy algorithm [3] , which will broadcast routing information.Jun Hang put forward polynomial inspired algorithms [4] for polynomial solvable problem.This algorithm reduce the search space, and improve the running speed.Genetic algorithm is put forward by J.Hlland professor [5] which is a parallel algorithm, and is much more simple and effective to solve multi-constrained QoS routing problem.Thereby the GA will be used in this paper to enhance network load balancing.
Overlay network model and mathematical description
Overlay network can be expressed as shown in Figure 1 , which the 1,2,…10 stand for cover node.There is a user in the area that is covered by 1,hence the 1 is the local cover node of user. 1 will find the next service node which behind the first service until the last service.So when users need to obtain an application service, you need to contact the local cover node, then the node compute the next cover node X which is next service of user need.Similarly, X compute the next service node Y, until you find the the service destination node N.
An overlay network can be described as a graph G (V, E),in which V represents a single service node ,V = {V1, V2, V3, ...... VN}, and E represents the coverage link, E= {e1, e2, ...... eN}.For example,there has a network application which compose of two ordered service,such as 1-5,we can find overlay network link like 1-4-5,or 1-2-3-4-5 and so on.
QoS routing based on genetic algorithm
This article is based on the overlay network topology map G (V, E).To satisfy a given constraint condition, finding an optimal service path from the source service node s to the destination service node d is the purpose of this article.Link bandwidth B, the delay D, the Cost C, packet loss ratio L, cover node processing capability P are the main factors that will be considered for P(s,d) when QoS routing. The bandwidth ,processing capability,the delay and the packet loss ratio from source service s to destination d should satisfy the condition:
The cost from source service s to destination d should satisfy the condition:
A. Encoding method, and groups initialization In this paper,we use the depth-first search algorithm to find a path from source node s to the destination node d. A single service node represents a gene, and a coverage service link is a chromosomes represented by the plurality of service nodes. This coding method will not coding and decoding in genetic operator.
We will do a pre-processing when population initialize.we will delete the link that it 's bandwidth dissatisfy the requirement of user and delete the cover node that it's capacity of computing dissatisfy the requirement of user,then we will get a new topology diagram.If it is not a connected diagram,and the path of service is not in a single connected diagram,the overlay network can't provide service.In this paper,we assume that is connected.
B. The design of the fitness function The design of the fitness function is a key part of the genetic algorithm, and it directly impact the the speed of convergence of the algorithm, as well as the ability to find the optimal solution.In this paper,the fitness function as follows:
In this formula, d)) (P(s, ψ is a Penalty function.When the delay or packet loss rate doesn't meet the requirement,its value will reduce.
In Fitness formula, C is a constant.The coefficients A, B, X, Y are to balance the role of each parameter.If a parameter of denominator is too large,then the influence of the other parameters will be ignored. D(B) and D(P) stand for load balance of a link and nodes from node s to node d.The smaller the value of D(B) and D(P) are,the more balance the globe load is.
The exponential is used to pull the differences between individuals in the latter of the selection to improve the convergence speed, and to find the optimal solution.
C. Genetic operation 1)Select the individual.In this paper, the roulette wheel selection method will be used, which is a simple choice.First of all,we use probability of individual fitness to determine the possibility of their inheritance.Then we will obtain the cumulative probability for each individual.Finally,it will Generating a random number from 0 to 1 as a selection pointer to determine which the individual will be selected.The greater the fitness of individual is,the greater the possibility of be selected is.
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2)Cross the individuals.First, we select the parent link Px and Py to participate in the crossover operation ,and randomly select a service node as a hybrid node that are the same service in Px and Py.Secondly, all nodes after the crossover point in Px and Py will be changed,then we will get the new individual. we will Removed the nodes from the same node of first to the node which is ahead of the next same node in new individuals.If it does not meet the service order or lack of service after removing,we will not delete the loop. If there doesn't exist link connection between adjacent node, we will use the A-Star [6] algorithm to find the connection between them.
3)Mutate the individuals.First of all,we will randomly select a individual from the current population,which is based on the mutation probability,Then randomly select a node x which is not service node from the individual.Secondly,we will remove the node x.If there is no connection between the node m which is before node x and node n which is behind the node x after remove the node x,we will use A-Star algorithm whose parameter of link is delay or bandwidth or cost to find a way from service node m to service node n. Finally, we will use this path to replace the original path.if there is a loop after the path is replaced, we will remove it refer to the method which is used in crossover operation.
Fig.1 Overlay Network topology

Experiment simulation and analysis
In the simulation process, we only verify the feasibility of the proposed algorithm and its better load balance ability.So assume that each overlay node only to provide a service, and different with other nodes. This article uses a randomly generated 10-node network topology in which the processing capability of the coverage nodes is between 1 and 10, each link bandwidth is between 1 and 10,each link delay is between 10 and 100, the loss rate is between 0.01 and 0.1.The cost is between 1 and 5.User requirs the bandwidth is equal to 2, Process capacity is equal to 1,delay less than 200ms, the loss rate less than 0.2,we will use the Figure 1 to simulate. The value of the link represent delay,bandwidth,loss rate,cost.And the process capacity from node 1 to node 10 is 10, 8, 6, 4, 6, 4, 9, 3, 4, 7. . 1)Verify the feasibility of the algorithm. To select Population size ,popsize is equal to 5, the genetic iteration number, maxgen is equal to 20, and the source node is 1,destination node is 10.Then the cost of the link of the best path of each generation ,and equilibrium degree curve of process capacity of covering node and the link bandwidth as follows: Fig.2 The change of cost and link balance and node balance in GA
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In Figure 2 ,with the increase of the number of iterations of the genetic algorithm, we can see that the optimal routing link is changing.its cost, the link balance, node balance are changing, which indicate that the genetic algorithm in the overlay network is feasible.At the same time,the best path is 1-3-9-10 whose link delay less than require delay,and the link loss rate less than require loss rate.So we can know using the the improved genetic algorithm to find a path which meet the requirements including delay,bandwidth,process capacity,loss rate is feasible.
2) Compare with RBLCP algorithm,We can know the 8th iterations of genetic algorithm can find the best path 1-3-9-10 as follows: We can see in Table 1 and Table 2 ,the loss rate greater than RBCLP algorithm, but its value is less than 0.2,which meet the requirement of loss rate.Apart from that,the path seeked by the improved genetic algorithm in terms of cost, delay less than RBCLP algorithm,and the improved genetic algorithm are far RBCLP algorithm in terms of global network load balance.
Conclusion
This paper analyzes the mathematical model of the overlay network,in which consider network bandwidth, delay, packet loss rate, cost, node processing capacity.On the basis of this model, based on the improved genetic algorithm proposed in this paper, and the comprehensive utilization of network resources,we simulate it through experiments. The results show that the improved genetic algorithm in the overlay network routing is feasible and has a better global load balancing capabilities.
